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QM016/1

INSTRUCTIONS TO CAF{DIDATE:

This question booklet consists of 10 questions.

Answer all questions.

The full marks allocated for each question or section is shown in the bracket at the end of
each question or section.

All steps must be shown clearly.

Only non-programmable scientific calculator can be used.

Numerical answers can be given in the form of rc, e, surd fractions or up to three significant
figures, where appropriate, unless stated otherwise in the question.
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LIST OF MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE

Arithmetic Series:

T,=e+(n_l)d

,s,=tV"+fu_lal

Geometric Series:

T' = arn-l

',=# for r<l

Binomial.Expansion:

I

(a + b)' = a' +(i)"",.(i)".* . .(:).-, b, +... + b., where n e N and

("\= 
",[rJ rt(n- r)t

(r +x)" =t+ra.fuP., +...+ fu)+"!x, +... ror lxl< r
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1. IfP =

rR+

[5 marks]

By substituting a = 2', solve the equation

4' +3 =2'*2 . [6 marks]

3. Obtain the solution set for

lzx+{ > -x' +4 . [7 marks]

:

4. The sumlof the frst t terms of an arithmetic series is 777 - The first term is -3 and the
ft-th term is 77 . Obtain the value of k and the eleventh term of the series.

[7 marks]

4x3 -3xz +6x-27

lr -21l; ;l ando:[l
[o -r]

[o z 21

2(Po) =l-z 4 31.

L-4 5 3l

o -ll. rrna matrix R such that
-l 0l'

2.

- 5. (a) Findthevalues of A,B,CandDfortheexpression

in the form of partial fraction, +-#-H where A, B, Cand D

are constants' 
t5 marks]

xa + 9x2

. Show that AB = kI(b)
l-z o ol

Givenl=l-+ G -zlanda=
L6 -4 -2)

-t00
_11_I

55
)?
55

where k is a constant and ,I is an identity matrix. Find the value of ft and hence

obtain l-1.

[5 marks]
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(a)6. Given the complex number z and its conjugate 7 satisfu the equation

zZ +22 :12+61. Find the possible values of z.

An equation in a complex number system is given by
11

= =---("- 
") "where zr =l+2i and Zz =2- i. Find

(D the value of z inthe Cartesian form a + ib

(ii) the modulus and argument ofz.

7. (a) Find the soiution set of the inequality

[6 marks]

(b)

11
3-Zx x+4

I

Solve the following inequalrty equation for all x
answer in set form.

[3 marks]

[3 marks]

[5 marts]

't

is real numbers. Wriie your(b)

4-P-2*l> |
ll+x I

[7 marks]

Show that (x-3) is a factor ofthe polynomial

P(x):S-2*-5x+6'
Hence, factarize P(x) completely.

[4 marks]

It f(x) = ax2 + bx +c leaves remainder 1, 25 and I ondivision by (x- 1),

(x + 1) and (x - 2) respectively, find the values of a, b and c. Hence, show
that l(x) has two equal real roots.

[9 marks]

.{

8. (a)

(b)
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9. (a) Find the first four terms in the binomial expansion of the following functions:

(i) -,lt+2.

1

(r - *)'

[2 marks]

[2 marks](ii)

(b)
. ft+2.

Hence, expand - l- in ascending power of x up to the term containing
1(1-r)"

x'. By putting , - l, show that .h2000 is approxim""fv Hf

10.

[9 marks]

A doctor prescribed to a patient 13 units of vitamin A,zzunits of vitamin D and 31

units of vitamin E each day. The patient can choose from the combination of three

brands of capsules; L, M and N. Each capsule of brand L contains I unit each of
vitamins A, D and E- Each capsule of brand M contains 1 unit of vitamins A, 2 units
of vitamin D, and 3 units of vitamin E. Each capsule of brand N contains 4 units of
vitamins A, 7 units of vitamin D and 10 units of vitamin E. The above information is
summarized in the following table: 

_1

Type of Vitamins
Brand of Capsules Total Unit of Vitamins
L M N

A I 1 4 t3
D 1 2 7 22

E I J l0 31

By usingx as the number of capsules of brand L,ythe number of capsules of brand M
and z the number of capsules of brand N,

(a) form a system of linear equations from the above information.

[2 marks]

(b) write the above system of linear equations in the form of matrix equation:
AX: B, where,4 is the coefficient matrix, Xis the variable matrix, and B is the
constant matrix. Solve the system of equations by using the Gauss-Jordan
elimination method.

[8 marks]

(c) determine the possible combinations of the number of capsules of brand L, M
and N to be taken each day.

[3 marks]
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(d) Ifbrand L costs 10 cents per capsule, brand M costs 30 cents per capsule and
brand N costs 60 cents per capsule. Determine the combination that will
minimize the patient's daily cost.

[2 marks]

END OF QUESTION BOOKLET

'-J
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